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Egregious use of violinOompa-loompa levels
of fake tan

Obvious biased voting
by Scandinavians

Casual racism by
commentator

Relatives performing
together

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour

Costume change mid-
act

Costume involving
sequins

Presenters using
rhymes

National costume
element

FlatRap during middle
eight

Lyrical reference to
peace/brotherhood/an

end to suffering
Use of reggaeNonsense lyric (eg bing-

a-bonga-ding-dong)

Crowd booing
Sung syllable

containing more than 8
notes

Wind machineSinger who can also
play an instrumentSteps on stage

Dubious use of english
lyrics

Obvious biased voting
by Greece OR TurkeySharpProps on stage""ey were better in

rehearsal"

Reference to act that
didn't make it through

the semi-finals

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)

Two key changes in one
songDivaShot of performers

wrapped in country flag

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg Bucks

Fizz)
SharpCasual racism by

commentator

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes

Shot of performers
wrapped in country

flag

Steps on stageDiva
Reference to act that

didn't make it through
the semi-finals

Reference to cost of
event

Two key changes in
one song

Singer who can also play
an instrument

Obvious biased voting
by Greece OR TurkeyUse of pyrotechnicsObvious biased voting

by ScandinaviansEgregious use of violin

Shot of performers
waving backstage

Rap during middle
eightCrowd booingWind machineFlat

Props on stageCostume involving
sequins

""ey were better in
rehearsal"

Lyrical reference to
peace/brotherhood/an

end to suffering
Performer under 18

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour

Oompa-loompa levels
of fake tan

National costume
element

Dubious use of english
lyrics

Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Reference to cost of
event

Casual racism by
commentator

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)

Two key changes in one
song

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour

FlatNational costume
element

Obvious biased voting
by Scandinavians

Relatives performing
together

Obvious biased voting
by Greece OR Turkey

Egregious use of violinSinger who can also
play an instrument

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)Use of pyrotechnicsCostume involving

sequins

Obvious biased voting
by Eastern BlocPerformer under 18Steps on stageOompa-loompa levels

of fake tanDiva

Sharp
Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Costume change mid-
act

Shot of performers
waving backstage

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes

Wind machine""ey were better in
rehearsal"

"e Aleksander Rycek
multi-ethnic

background ploy

Dubious use of english
lyricsProps on stage

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Lyrical reference to
peace/brotherhood/an

end to suffering

Two key changes in one
song

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes
Egregious use of violinFlat

Wind machineObvious biased voting
by Eastern Bloc

Singer who can also
play an instrumentProps on stageObvious biased voting

by Scandinavians

Reference to cost of
eventDivaRap during middle

eight
Oompa-loompa levels

of fake tan

Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Casual racism by
commentator

Shot of performers
wrapped in country flag

Costume change mid-
actSteps on stageRelatives performing

together

Use of reggae
Reference to act that

didn't make it through
the semi-finals

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)
Performer under 18Presenters using

rhymes

National costume
elementUse of pyrotechnicsCostume involving

sequins
Shot of performers
waving backstageCrowd booing

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes

Presenters using
rhymes

Dubious use of english
lyrics

Reference to act that
didn't make it through

the semi-finals

National costume
element

Obvious biased voting
by Greece OR Turkey

Relatives performing
togetherSteps on stageNonsense lyric (eg bing-

a-bonga-ding-dong)
Rap during middle

eight

Two key changes in one
song

Lyrical reference to
peace/brotherhood/an

end to suffering

Costume involving
sequinsDivaWind machine

Use of pyrotechnicsEgregious use of violinFlatSharpProps on stage

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour
Performer under 18Casual racism by

commentator
""ey were better in

rehearsal"
Oompa-loompa levels

of fake tan

Costume change mid-actObvious biased voting
by Scandinavians

Shot of performers
wrapped in country flag

Obvious biased voting
by Eastern BlocUse of reggae

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Wind machineCostume involving
sequins

Rap during middle
eightSteps on stageUse of pyrotechnics

Obvious biased voting
by Eastern Bloc

Presenters using
rhymes

Shot of performers
waving backstage

Commentary reference
to act that didn't make

it through the semi-
finals

Props on stage

Shot of performers
wrapped in country flag

Relatives performing
together

Singer who can also
play an instrument

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour
Sharp

Egregious use of violinReference to cost of
eventDivaObvious biased voting

by Greece OR Turkey
Oompa-loompa levels

of fake tan

FlatPerformer under 18Crowd booingCasual racism by
commentator

National costume
element

""ey were better in
rehearsal"

Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)

Lyrical reference to
love/sex/passion

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Crowd booingUse of pyrotechnicsLyrical reference to
dancing/musicDivaProps on stage

Presenters using
rhymes

Obvious biased voting
by Scandinavians

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes
Wind machine""ey were better in

rehearsal"

Use of reggaeShot of performers
waving backstage

National costume
element

Two key changes in one
song

Casual racism by
commentator

Relatives performing
together

Singer who can also
play an instrument

Dubious use of english
lyrics

Costume involving
sequinsFlat

Reference to cost of
eventEgregious use of violin

Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Rap during middle
eight

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour
Performer under 18Oompa-loompa levels

of fake tan
Costume change mid-

act
Shot of performers

wrapped in country flag

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Dubious use of english
lyrics

Rap during middle
eightSharpObvious biased voting

by Greece OR Turkey
Shot of performers

wrapped in country flag

Diva""ey were better in
rehearsal"

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)

Presenters using
rhymesUse of reggae

Reference to cost of
eventEgregious use of violinCostume involving

sequinsCrowd booingProps on stage

FlatObvious biased voting
by Eastern BlocSteps on stageCasual racism by

commentator
Two key changes in one

song

Wind machineShot of performers
waving backstage

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour

Costume change mid-
act

Sung syllable
containing more than 8

notes

Obvious biased voting
by Scandinavians

Oompa-loompa levels
of fake tan

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)

Singer who can also
play an instrument

Relatives performing
together

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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Crowd booingCasual racism by
commentator

Costume involving
sequinsProps on stageCostume change mid-

act

Shot of performers
wrapped in country flag

Reference to cost of
eventWind machineLyrical reference to

dancing/music
Shot of performers
waving backstage

Performer under 18Two key changes in one
song

Relatives performing
together

""ey were better in
rehearsal"

Singer who can also
play an instrument

National costume
element

Oompa-loompa levels
of fake tan

Rap during middle
eight

Obvious biased voting
by Greece OR TurkeyFlat

Steps on stagePresenters using
rhymes

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour
Sharp

Commentary reference
to act that didn't make

it through the semi-
finals

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)
Use of pyrotechnicsDivaEgregious use of violin

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:
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National costume
elementSharpShot of performers

waving backstage
""ey were better in

rehearsal"

Entire group of
performers dressed in

single colour

Performer under 18Lyrical reference to
dancing/music

Casual racism by
commentator

Nonsense lyric (eg bing-
a-bonga-ding-dong)

Oompa-loompa levels
of fake tan

Shot of performers
wrapped in country flag

Reference to previous
Eurovision act (eg

Bucks Fizz)

Singer who can also
play an instrumentDivaObvious biased voting

by Eastern Bloc

Costume involving
sequins

Commentary reference
to act that didn't make

it through the semi-
finals

Use of reggaeFlatEgregious use of violin

Steps on stageDubious use of english
lyrics

Shot of performers
waving miniature

country flag

Costume change mid-
act

Presenters using
rhymes

Two key changes in one
song

Relatives performing
togetherCrowd booingObvious biased voting

by Scandinavians
Rap during middle

eight

Eurobong-a-bingo! HOW TO PLAY:
1. Collect £1 per player sheet
2. Watch the ESC broadcast
3. Fill in a box when the appropriate Eurovision phenomenon /cliché occurs
4. Completing a horizontal/vertical/diagonal line wins a spot prize (chocolate)
5. First person to complete an entire grid wins the kitty

Bonus Prediction Round
(to be completed before broadcast)
£1 per guess. Closest (without going over) wins

Number of costume
changes by hosts:

Winning score: Losing score:


